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About Us
Researches and inventions are making people live an easy life. In simple terms, it means,
advancements in technology are making people use more and more machines to ease
works that would otherwise consume more time, money and effort if performed
mechanically. One of the sectors, which has impressively grown with mechanical
advancements is Food. The Indian Food Industry in particular has grown in great size
with the development of food processing machines. We, Vaidikaz Industries, take great
pride in stating that we are a new entrant in this sector and more focused than any other
longstanding establishments. We can develop better technology machines for easing
diverse food preparation works. In service as manufacturer, we are currently introducing
Semi Automatic Potato Peeler Machine, Stainless Steel Onion Chopping Machine,
Semi Automatic Samosa Making Machine, Commercial Mixer Grinder Machine, SS
Commercial Chapati Puffer, etc. Our creations are built to support small, medium and
large-scale food processing companies in performing food processing work with
complete convenience and enjoy the beneﬁt of better and faster production.

Why Us?
he ever rising need of hygienically prepared food is one of the foremost reasons for
companies investing in advanced food processing machines. We, with an aim of suiting
the needs of commercial food manufacturers, restaurants, hotels, etc., are introducing
machines which can minimize human contact with food. Some factors that support our
commitment of offering quality based machines are as follows:

 Use of tested components for fabrication of advanced machines
 Smart use of available resources for creating value for money machines
 Energy eﬃciency, durability, ease of maintenance and compact design of offered
machines

Our Infrastructure
Vaidikaz Industries is standing tall on a 1000 sq. ft. land at Rajkot, Gujarat (India). Our
company has professional quality and advanced machines and tools for fabrication of
Stainless Steel Onion Chopping Machine, Semi Automatic Potato Peeler Machine, SS
Commercial Chapati Puffer, and other food processing machines. Our large production
unit supports us in carrying out all sorts and types of production works, from shaping
metals to welding, quality inspection and more. Assembling of every machine, be it small
or big, is done in a manner by our smart professionals that no design or functional fault
arises in the future.

Our Products

2 In 1 Grinding Machine

3 HP Gravy Machine

Multi Purpose Spice Grinder

2 HP Gravy Machine

Tilting Mixer Machine

2 HP Gravy Machine

3 HP Pulverizer Gravy Machine

Stainless Steel Dough Kneading
Machine

Pulveriser Masala Machine

Masala Making Machine

Atta Dough Kneader Machine

Semi Automatic Potato Peeler
Machine

2 Hp 2 In1 Grinding Machine

Single Ribbon Blender

Vegetable Chopping Machine

Peanut Shelling Machine

Power Transmission Products

Decorticator Machine
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